
COTARD'S SYNDROME

Overview:

People with Cotard's Syndrome (also known as walking corpse syndrome) hold the 
false belief that they or their body parts are missing or that they are dying, dead or 
that they don't exist. They may believe that nothing exists.

Although rare, with only around 200 known cases worldwide.

The symptoms are extreme but most people recover well after treatment.

This condition often accompanies other mental illnesses or neurological conditions 
such as depression.



Symptoms:
•believing that nothing (including their life) has any meaning or value

•believing that nothing really exists

•believing that parts of their body have died and are rotting away or never really 
existed 

•sometimes hearing voices that tell them that they are dying or are dead

•depression

•anxiety

•hallucinations

•hypochondria 

•guilt

•antisocial behaviours

•refusal to eat

•self harm and suicidal thoughts

•loss of interest in usual pleasure activities 

•lack of personal hygiene

Causes:

It is currently unknown as to what causes Cotard's Syndrome, but it is known that it 
is often a symptom of a deeper medical problem affecting the brain such as:

•Dementia

•Encephalopathy (a disease where a virus or toxin affects how your brain works)

•Epilepsy

•Migraine

•Multiple Sclerosis

•Parkinson's disease

•Stroke

•Bipolar disorder



•Subdural bleeding (bleeding that happens outside your brain because of a 
severe brain injury)

•Catatonia

•Depersonalization disorder

•Dissociative disorder

•Psychotic Depression

•Schizophrenia

•Brain infections and tumours

•Traumatic brain injuries

•Substance abuse

Diagnosis:

Diagnosing Cotard's delusion can be difficult as many organizations don't recognize 
it as a disease which means that there is no standard list of criteria used to make a 
diagnosis. 

It can often only be diagnoses after other possible conditions have been ruled out.

Treatment:

Because it usually occurs alongside other conditions, treatment options vary. Most 
times doctors will try to treat the medical problem which is causing it.

Often a mixture of therapy and medication can be an affective option. Most times 
patients require a mixture of medications such as antipsychotics, anti-anxiety drugs 
and antidepressants.

However Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT) is the most commonly used treatment. 
ECT is often used to help treat depression, it involves passing small electric currents 
through your brain to create small seizures while under general anaesthesia. 


